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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNS2dPQ0Q5RThtS1U?usp=sharingNew QuestionA cloud administrator is

considering storage for a deployment. The admin needs a solution that is durable and reliable and fits the need for storing media,

web assets, and backups.Which solution meets this need the best?A.    Cloud file storageB.    Cloud block storageC.    Cloud hybrid

storageD.    Cloud NFS storageAnswer: CNew QuestionA UCS Director administrator must migrate a VM from a hypervisor to a

public cloud In which two ways can this task be accomplished? (Choose two)A.    You can perform vMotion and Storage vMotion

simultaneously on a running VM.B.    VH Migration can occur using the Migrate VM wizard.C.    You can add the Mutate VM task

from the Cisco UCS Director task library to a workflow for migration.D.    vMotion or Storage vMotion can be triggered through

Virtual > Migration menu.Answer: ACNew QuestionABC Company wants to increase developer productivity and decrease the

application tame to market. Which service will accomplish this task?A.    infrastructure-as-a-serviceB.    Platform-as-a-serviceC.   

software-as-serviceD.    Database-as-a-serviceAnswer: BNew QuestionWhich three options are considered Cloud deployment

models? (Choose three.)A.    Public CloudB.    Hybrid CloudC.    Open CloudD.    Private CloudE.    Stack CloudF.    Distributed

CloudAnswer: ABDNew QuestionWhich option is one essential characteristic of Cloud computing?A.    It must use virtualization.

B.    It must provide load balancing services.C.    It must provide on-demand self service.D.    It must run on open source software.

Answer: CNew QuestionWhich best describes a Cloud deployment model that relies on interoperability between Cloud

providers?A.    Hybrid CloudB.    Multi-CloudC.    InterCloudD.    Community CloudAnswer: CNew QuestionWhich three options

are benefits of Cisco Intercloud Fabric? (Choose three.)A.    integration of third-party solutions into the Cisco UCS Director

management platform with a publicly available software development kitB.    provides a choice of cloud prowlers such as Amazon

Web Service, Microsoft Azure, and Cisco Intercloud servicesC.    provides a single point of management and control (or virtual

workloads across multiple prowler cloudsD.    enables workload mobility to and from service provider clouds for virtual workloade

E.    extensive enhancements for VMware. VCE, and EMC solution componentsF.    support for Hewlett Packard Onboard

Administrator to install bare-metal blades and manage them using Cisco UCS Director's task libraryAnswer: BCDNew QuestionA

UCS Director administrator must convert a VM to an image.Which option lists the steps to accomplish this task?A.     B.     C.     D.  

  Answer: BNew QuestionA cloud administrator is designing security policies (or the control plane of a private Cloud. Which two

statements about control plane Cloud security true? (Choose two.)A.    The dynamic control plane is not required to have visibility to

all traffic between the user and the applications.B.    The dynamic control plane does not require visibly into the data plane and all

components that operate within the data plane.C.    A dynamic control plane must be able to intercept traffic as it traverses the cloud,

interpret the data, and instruct the cloud architecture on how to efficiently connect the user to the appropriate application instance.D. 

  Dynamic control plane elements ate a requirement at every layer of the cloud architecture (or cloud environments to be

operationally efficient and on demand.Answer: ADNew QuestionAn administrator is designing a cloud environment lo support

multi-tenancy. The customs will share infrastructure, applications. Which two design concerns should have priority? (Choose two)A.

   core layer segmentationB.    to ensure that proper upgrade protocols are planned outC.    VM segmentation and database

segmentationD.    to ensure that proper security and isolation protects tenants from the risks they pose to one anotherE.    data center

infrastructure segmentationAnswer: BDNew QuestionWhich three options does Cisco Intercloud Fabric provide? (Choose three.)A. 

  Workload security throughout the resulting hybrid clouds.B.    Ability to build, test, and validate laaS architecture in a

nonproduction environment without affecting other existing deployments.C.    Increase the business and time-to-service revenue

with cloud infrastructures.D.    Usage-based, per customer costing in multitenant cloud environments.E.    Highly secure, scalable

connectivity to extend private clouds to service provider clouds.F.    Consistent operations and workload portability across clouds.
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